^nuated it may be. I think my subject is relevant, judging by the number of anxious aces in the audience on the 25th of January! "How to win a house job" is not a subject to which there is a short answer, but rather one in which the importance lies ln the summation of a lot of minor points plus a few more major and more definite ?nes, so I shall give a general factual background and then some more detailed advice.
The factual background I decided to obtain from a questionnaire that I sent to the local consultants, after debating very seriously whether I dared do this. Question 3 asked " What are the important qualities of a houseman?" The selected replies were: "Conscientiousness" 11. "Common sense" 10. "Relia* bility" 10. "Unremitting hard work" 8. "Kindness to patients" 8. "A sense of humour" 8. "Enthusiasm" 8. "Intelligence" 7. "Some knowledge of the subject" 6. "Willingness to learn" 6. "Interest in the patients as well as the Chief" 6.(!) "Ability) especially to make quick decisions" 6. "Knowledge of one's own limitations" 4-"Attention to detail" 3. "Ability to speak and understand a little English" (H) "Ability to picture himself as a patient in his own hospital". "Ability to give afl accurate and detailed report on the state of any patient at any time". "Thoughtful treatment of the relatives". "Good manners", "Good handwriting", "Good humour' > "Good temper", "Good with Sisters". "Blonde and of good vital statistics".
Question 4 asked "How should the houseman dress, (a) male, (b) female?"
The replies not differentiated by sex were: "Clean underneath white coats" 14* "Tidily" 11. "Neatly" 9. "Clean white coats" 5. "White coats on duty" 2. "Scrupulously clean white coat, buttoned up" 2. "Neatly and without eccentricity". 
